Abstract -We determine the maximum size of radar arrays containing 9-15 rows, and for those containing 16 and 17 rows we narrow the maximum size down to two values. We also give improved upper and lower asymptotic bounds on the maximum size of radar arrays, which narrow the gap between the existing upper and lower asymptotic bounds by more than 25%.
I. INTRODUCTION
A radar array is an N x M binary matrix, such that every column contains exactly one "l", and such that the horizontal autocorrelation function can only take on the values 0, 1, and M [l, 21. That is, the 1's of a horizontally (time) shifted version of the array overlap 1's of the unshifted array at most one time. Let G ( N ) be the maximum value for which an N X G ( N ) radar array exists. The radar array problem is to determine G ( N ) . This is currently an unsolved problem, although some bounds have been obtained in the past by several researchers.
We may regard a radar array as an N x M grid with one "dot" per column, expressed by a vector ( T I , . . . The number of N x M arrays that have 1 dot per column is N M , a prohibitively large number for exhaustive computer searches. Thus, effective heuristic searching techniques are important if they produce new radar arrays. Most radar arrays known to be optimal have the following characteristics:
1. All rows have either 2 dots or 3 dots.
The spacings present in the radar array are all the in-
By restricting attention to this type of radar array, a reduced complexity search yielded four new radar array sizes. By taking advantage of certain radar array properties, a reduced complexity search is possible for upper bounds as well. Table l summarizes the improvements made in the best known bounds on small radar arrays, using the algorithm we developed.
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